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TRADITION FOUR 

AUTONOMY is a ten-dollar word. But in relation to us, it means very simply that every AA group can manage its affairs  
exactly as it pleases, except when AA as a whole is threatened. Comes now the same question raised in Tradition One. Isn't such 
liberty foolishly dangerous? 

Over the years every conceivable deviation from our Twelve Steps and Traditions has been tried. That was sure to be, since 
we are so largely a band of ego-driven individualists. Children of chaos, we have defiantly played with every brand of fire, only 
to emerge unharmed and, we think, wiser. These very deviations created a vast process of trial and error which, under the grace of 
God, has brought us to where we stand today. 

When AA's Traditions were first published in 1945, we had become sure that an AA group could stand almost any amount of 
battering. We saw that the group, exactly like the individual, must eventually conform to whatever tested principles would    
guarantee survival. We had discovered that there was perfect safety in the process of trial and error. So confident of this had we 
become that the original statement of AA tradition carried this significant sentence: "Any two or three alcoholics gathered to-
gether for sobriety may call themselves an AA group provided that as a group they have no other affiliation." 

This meant, of course, that we had been given the courage to declare each AA group an individual entity, strictly reliant on its 
own conscience as a guide to action. In charting this enormous expanse of freedom we found it necessary to post only two storm 
signals. A group ought not do anything which would greatly injure AA as a whole, nor ought it affiliate itself with anything or 
anybody else. There would be real danger should we commence to call some groups "wet," others "dry," still others 
"Republican" or "Communist," and yet others "Catholic" or "Protestant." The AA group would have to stick to its course or be 
hopelessly lost. Sobriety had to be its sole objective. In all other respects there was perfect freedom of will and action. Every 
group had the right to be wrong. When AA was still young, lots of eager groups were forming. In a town we'll call Middleton, a 
real crackerjack had started up. The townspeople were hot as firecrackers about it. Star-gazing, the elders dreamed of innovations. 
They figured the town needed a great big alcoholic center, a kind of pilot plant AA groups could duplicate everywhere. 

Beginning on the ground floor there would be a club; in the second story they would sober up drunks and hand them       
currency for their back debts; the third deck would house an educational project. . .quite noncontroversial, of course. In imagi-
nation the gleaming center was to go up several stories more, but three would do for a start. This would all take a lot of money. 
. .other people's money. Believe it or not, wealthy townsfolk bought the idea. 

There were, though, a few conservative dissenters among the alcoholics. They wrote the Foundation, AA's headquarters in 
New York, wanting to know about this sort of streamlining. They understood that the elders, just to nail things down good, 
were about to apply to the Foundation for a charter. These few were disturbed and skeptical. 

Of course there was a promoter in the deal. . .a super-promoter. By his eloquence he allayed all fears, despite advice from 
the Foundation that it could issue no charter, and that ventures which mixed an AA group up with medication and education 
had come to sticky ends elsewhere. To make things safer, the promoter organized three corporations and became president of 
them all. Freshly painted, the new center shone. The warmth of it all spread through the town. Soon things began to hum. To 
insure foolproof, continuous operation, 61 rules and regulations were adopted. 

But alas, this bright scene was not long in darkening. Confusion replaced serenity. It was found that some drunks yearned 
for education, but doubted if they were alcoholics. The personality defects of others could be cured maybe with a loan. Some 
were club-minded, but it was just a question of taking care of the lonely heart. Sometimes the swarming applicants would 
go for all three floors. Some would start at the top and come through to the bottom, becoming club members, others started in 
the club, pitched a binge, were hospitalized, then graduated to education on the third floor. It was a beehive of activity, all 
right, but unlike a beehive, it was confusion compounded. An AA group, as such, simply couldn't handle this sort of a pro-
ject. All too late that was discovered. Then came the inevitable explosion. . .something like that day the boiler burst in 
Wombley's Clapboard Factory. A chill choke-damp of fear and frustration fell over the group. 

When that lifted, a wonderful thing had happened. The head promoter wrote the Foundation office. He said he wished he'd 
paid some attention to AA experience. Then he did something else that was to become an AA classic. It all went on a 
little card about golf-score size. The cover read: "Middleton Group No. One. Rule No. 62." Once the card was unfolded, a 
single pungent sentence leaped to the eye: "Don't take yourself too damn seriously." Thus it was that under Tradition Four 
an AA group had exercised its right to be wrong. Moreover, it had performed a great service for Alcoholics Anonymous, 
because it had been humbly willing to apply the lessons it learned. It had picked itself up with a laugh and gone on to 
better things. Even the chief architect, standing in the ruins of his dream, could laugh at himself. . .and that is the 
very acme of humility. 

-- Bill W. 
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So where do we go from here… 

Are we  

Self-Supporting  

from our own  

Contributions? 

 

 

 

Even in a Pandemic, we are  

Self-Supporting 

7th Tradition Contributions can be made at: 

http://buffaloaany.org/7th-tradition/  

http://buffaloaany.org/7th-tradition/
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 DOES YOUR GROUP USE THE  CONCEPTS? 

AA's Twelve Concepts for World Service are so practical. In none of our literature is there theory or 
dogma--only firsthand experience. Two good examples of such practicality can be found in Concepts III and 
IV. They contain two of the principles that Bill felt ought to be given the widest latitude in practice, the 
"Right of Decision" and the "Right of Participation." Concept III reads: "To insure effective leadership, we 
should endow each element of AA--the Conference, the General Service Board and its service corporations, 
staffs, committees, and executives--with a traditional 'Right of Decision.'" The "Right of Decision" has 
proved to be a most practical way for groups to empower dele- gates to the General Service Conference to 
act in accordance with their conscience. 

But the principles stated in the Concepts, like all our AA principles, are just as applicable in the home 
group. Our secretary, for example, is empowered through Concept III with the "Right of Decision." We 
trust in his thoughtful preparation to make announcements appropriate to our meetings--that is, announce-
ments that are AA-related. We trust him not to announce, for instance, that Tom H. will be having a garage 
sale next weekend and hopes to see everyone there for great bargains-- come early! We trust our program 
chair whose principal job is to book meetings. We don't tell her what groups or individuals to book but trust 
her to decide, based, for instance, on how recently a group has sent speakers to us and whether the group is 
within reasonable commute. Our hospitality team makes regular use of the spirit of the "Right of Decision." 
They determine what kind of refreshments the group will enjoy and do the buying. 

I remember an incident some years ago at my then home group where the "Right of Decision" was a 
bit manhandled. The chair opened the meeting one night by announcing that the scheduled speaker had not 
shown up and instead of the usual discussion she had decided, on her own, to put together a three-speaker 
meeting. Afterward, sever- al people let her know that they had been expecting their regular discussion 
meeting and were up- set. She defended her decision by reminding them that, as chair, it was up to her to 
make decisions for the good of the group. She felt that the group needed "perking up." So she changed the 
meeting format. 

Concept III states that "we ought to trust our responsible leaders to decide, within the understood 
framework of their duties, how they will interpret and apply their own authority and responsibility to 
each particular problem or situation as it arises." True enough, our chair had the final authority within 
the framework of her duties but by changing the meeting format she had overstepped her authority. Since 
a group, in its autonomy, decides on the format of its meetings through a legitimate voting process, she 
had unwittingly challenged the group's autonomy. I am happy to say that this trusted servant rethought 
the incident and became a wiser and consequently more valued member of the group. 

As for Concept IV, the short form reads: "At all responsible levels, we ought to maintain a tradi-
tional 'Right of Participation,' allowing a voting representation in reasonable proportion to the responsi-
bility that each must discharge." 
I recently witnessed a splendid example of the "Right of Participation" in action at a group in my area of 
which I was not a member. Opening a group inventory meeting, the chair requested that only members of 
the group participate; non- members could identify themselves but ought to refrain from commentary. If 
the chair had asked nonmembers to leave, I would have taken a grand-daddy of a resentment out into the 
night air. Instead, he invoked a very important part of the "Right of Participation" by recognizing my 
need to belong. I have also attended business meetings where the presiding officer announced that non-
members were welcome to stay but must refrain from voting. Thus, thanks to the "Right of Participa-
tion," those of us who were not members were made to feel that we belonged, if not to that group, cer-
tainly to AA as a whole. 

Participation, like the human body, comes in different shapes and sizes. I once heard a woman 
share at a meeting that she was having a hard time staying sober and couldn't understand why. She said 
she had a home group and was "very active." What came to light was that most of her activity consisted of 
participation in outside endeavors, such as the PTA, Red Cross, a home for the elderly, and her neighbor-
hood hospital. As for her AA membership, she attended meetings but did no more. What she didn't under-
stand or had forgotten is that, while all those community activities are admirable, what we are talking 
about is participation in AA activities. Of course, none of us is forced to do anything in AA. As Concept IV 
says, my participation in AA activities is a right. I may participate as a member of my group's steering 
committee or an ad hoc commit- tee, or as an elected officer, or just as a member of the group. Or I may 
choose not to actively participate at all. But from the moment I declare myself a member of Alcoholics 
Anonymous, the right to participate in AA activities becomes and remains inalienably mine until the mo-
ment I re- move myself from the Fellowship of Alcoholics Anonymous. Thanks be to Dr. Bob and Bill for 
their vision. 

Are you aware of the Concepts at work in your home group? Why not hold a meeting to talk about 
them and their value to your group? If you do, it might be a good idea to announce it in advance. You 
might ask your GSR to lead it, or your area delegate. You might consider making available a supply of the 
Conference-approved pamphlet The Twelve Concepts Illustrated, as I have done for workshops. It is in-
formative and what's more, people get a genuine kick out of the drawings. I love pictures, don't you? 

-- W. H. 
New York, New York, AA Grapevine Inc. 
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April 2021  

MEETING CHANGES;  

 Watch Website for updates as we receive them.  :)   

 Please Keep Us up to date as meetings are resuming/ 

parking lot style, ect. 

Email updates to:  buffaloaa@hotmail.com or update your 
group directly through the website. Group Update Form 

www.buffaloaany.org 

NOT MEETING EASTER WEEKEND 

Via Zoom:  

April 8th; (Thursday) Steering Committee 

Meeting ID: 921 3103 3260 

Password: 815787 

Dial by your location:    +1 929 436 2866 US (New York) 

April 11th;(Sunday) Central Committee 7:00 PM:  

ID #:999 1055 8390 

Password: 182954 
Phone: One tap mobile 

 Dial by your location 

        +1 929 436 2866 US (New York) 
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From Central Committee Minutes::             Central Office Report:  

 

IN MEMORIAM 

Things We Can Not Change 

To all of our members who have lost family and loved ones 
Shirley Z; 39 years~ Holiday Village Group 

(TV )Bill D.; 46 years~ Holiday Village  

Ronald C.: Eyeopener 
Our thoughts and prayers are with you 
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    Central Committee Minutes March 7th, 2021 

The meeting started at 7:00 PM.  We opened with a moment of si-
lence followed by the serenity prayer. The readings read included the 
AA preamble, The Purpose of Central Committee & the 12 traditions.   

18 Groups were represented at the meeting: Depth and Weight, Eye-opener, Step Action, Thruway 
Group, Lockport #1, Williamsville, Buffalo Group, Action Group, Purpose Group, Room to Grow, 
Questions and Answers, Lakeshore Group, Women Making the Effort, Tuesday Men’s Discussion, 
Soul Purpose Group, North Evans Men’s Group, Lockport Ladies and Iron Horse. 

Reports: 
Envelope system: $596 collected in February.  There are 47 members. (Allen D.) 
Steering committee: The steering committee met on March 4

th
. They discussed possible openings 

on the committee.  The steering committee has recommended postponing the Fall 2021 convention 
until Fall of 2022.  
Financial report: See attached report 
Treatment: I've taken on the position of chair for TFC. We are starting to get back into some of the 
treatment centers, beginning with Stutzman. 
I've reached out to quite a few home groups with a pretty good turnout so far. I'm trying to make sure 
that it's a group effort, making sure Home Group takes on the commitment not just an individual. I 
have filled every single commitment except for the first Tuesday. 
We are going into Stutzman every Tuesday at 8 p.m. so if you guys could spread the word to your 
home groups, because I'm still waiting to hear back from some that have upcoming business meet-
ings. Once the schedule for Stutzman is fulfilled, I will start on the next facility, expecting to start at 
ECMC next, trying to not take on too many commitments and fall short in fulfilling our end of bringing 
in meetings. The only help I need right now is maybe if people could start reaching out to their home 
groups. If you know of any reps at the home groups please give them my information. (Ashlee) 
Corrections: No report and no chair 
Central office:  Next Page attached 
Night-watch:  The chair is looking for homegroups to take night-watch commitments.  Six homegroup 
members are needed for a 1 Month commitment.  Phone system will be checked to make sure every-
thing is in good working order. 
PIC/CPC: No report and no chair 
Education and Participation: No report 
Internet presence: verbal report 
Current convention: No communication from the hotel at this point (Diane D.) 
Liaison GSA:  GSA Area 50 held a Committee Meeting 2/15 at 7 PM 
Also NERASSA was held last weekend. The GSA Area 50 Registrar Position is open- responsibilities 
are on Area Website. The 71st Annual Delegates Conference is scheduled for April. There is 1300 
pgs. of discussion and analysis on dozens of items concerning the Agenda. 
Many of these items may be near and dear to members and your opinions in the form of Group Con-
scious are requested by our Delegate Hank K. There is a Power Point presentation available on Area 
50 GSA website. Each GSA Rep. has been sent the 6 page summary as well as a total list of Agenda 
Items.  Included are items such as modifying or creating new pamphlets; modifying first 164 pages of 
Big Book, adding new stories to Big Book, creating a new 5th edition of the Big Book. It is suggested 
that Home Groups select 1 or several items and discuss them and provide Hank K with your Group 
Conscience before week long the April Delegate Conference. Hank is available on Sunday nights at 7 
for open discussion via Zoom. Go to GSA area 50 website for details. Submitted by Dean C. 
dcatt627@gmail.com , (716) 870-6771 
 

  

mailto:dcatt627@gmail.com
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(Continued from previous page)  
Archives:  Our monthly archives meeting will be held on Monday, March 22,2021 at 6:30pm. The zoom 
info is ID: 331 417 2122 Password Area50. The archives repository is always available with a simple 
text, email, or phone call. Please come and visit or better yet volunteer to help us out. We practice 
COVID-19 safety guidelines. The archives annual breakfast will be held virtually this year. It’s on Satur-
day, May 8,2021 starting at 10am till noon. Lyle P will be our speaker. Prior to Lyle, speaking we will 
have a presentation you do not want to miss! Please don’t throw away any AA materials without consid-
ering donating them to the archives. If someone is deceased, we ask if the family would please consider 
donating their AA materials to the archives also. We can copy and return their materials if they wish. We 
are an autonomous committee and receive no money except from group and individual donations. Your 
contributions are always welcome and put to great use to preserve your archives. We have never been 
in the dark the lights have ALWAYS been on in archives and will continue to be. Lastly, our area 50 ar-
chivist Tom B has resigned as archivist. I would personally like to thank Tom, for his many years of 
dedication to the archives. Thank you, Tom!!!!!!!!!!!! Any questions, concerns, problems, or suggestions 
please contact me at 716-866-6612. Yours in love and service, David G.. 

Old Business:   
In need of Zone 5 representative, Public information chair, Corrections chair, and Education and Partici-

pation chair.  
New business: 

Recommendation made by the steering committee to postpone Fall 2021 convention until the Fall of 
2022. Motion passed! 
Discussion was had about having fall 2021 convention virtually. Tom shared some back round informa-
tion about what it would take to put a virtual convention together.  

Announcements:    
Please use meeting update form in order to add seasonal meetings to the schedule. We need as much 
support as possible in order to consider putting a virtual convention together.  Home groups are encour-
aged to attend! 
Next Central Committee meeting will be postponed until April 11

th
 due to the holiday! 
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Intergroup wants to express our appreciation for those 
groups and individuals who have made generous financial 

contributions, and give a special thank you to all the mem-
bers who have  

volunteered their time this year to help the  
sick and suffering alcoholic.  

 

 

Concept IV: At all responsible levels, we ought to maintain a 

traditional “Right of Participation,” allowing a voting repre-

sentation in reasonable proportion to the responsibility that 

each must discharge.  

 Do we understand the spiritual principles underlying the 

“Right of Participation”?  

 What does “in reasonable proportion” mean? Do we un-

derstand when it is appropriate for A.A. paid staff to have 

a vote at the General Service Conference or in our local 

service structure?  

 Do we expect that, because we are A.A. members, we 

should be allowed to vote at any group, even if we are 

not active members of that group?  

Tradition Four: Each group should be 
autonomous except in matters affecting 
other groups or AA as a whole. 

 Do I insist that there are only a few 

right ways of doing things in AA? 

 Does my group always consider the 

welfare of the rest of AA? Of nearby 

groups? Of loners in Alaska? Of interna-

tionalists miles from port? Of a group in 

Rome or El Salvador? 

 Do I put down other members’ be-

havior when it is different from mine, or 

do I learn from it? 

 Do I always bear in mind that, to 

those outsiders who know I am in AA, I 

may to some extent represent our entire 

beloved Fellowship? 

 Am I willing to help a newcomer go to 

any lengths – his lengths, not mine – to 

stay sober? 

 Do I share my knowledge of AA tools 

with other members who may not have 

heard of them? 
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